OPEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK

24 MOVIE BOOTHS
2 MINI THEATRES

ACTION BOOKSTORE
4613 MT. VERNON
524-5612

LIKE EVERYTHING IN TEXAS
introducing
BUNK HOUSE
"the exciting aroma"

CUSTOM MADE
DECORATED
LEATHER COCK-RINGS
from $3.95
MADE TO MEASURE AND
CUSTOM FITTED!

DECORATED
WRIST BANDS
from $10.95
MADE TO ORDER

AND OTHER LEATHER ITEMS
ON REQUEST

OFFERING A WIDE SELECTION OF GAY BOOKS, NEWS
PAPERS AND MAGAZINES WITH A HOT ACTION MOVIE
ARCADIA
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The official views of this newspaper are expressed in editorials. Opinions expressed in columns, articles, letters, etc., are those of the writers and do not represent the opinion of the publisher. Publication of the name or photograph of any person or organization is warranted by the editor in the interest of news and advertising. The Nuntius is no indication of the sexual orientation of any persons or organizations. Submission of double spaced, typed manuscripts, as well as drawings and photographs is encouraged. Unused material will be promptly returned (please enclose self addressed stamped envelopes, with correct postage). The Nuntius does not assume responsibility for unsolicited material.

Advertising rates upon request.
Editor...Mel Plummer
Amusement Editor T.G. Pretender

SUNRISE ORGANIZING
Sunrise, an organization for concerned parents of Gays, is now organizing and will hold its first meeting on Tuesday, January 13th. Sunrise’s main purpose will be to help parents of Gays understand the lifestyle better and to further the relationship between Gays and the parents. It is also hoped that the parents of Gays can help other parents in the understanding and realization of Gay life.

The first meeting of 1976 will be held at the Depository, 2006 Pechan at Westheimer. The meeting should begin at 7:30 pm. Speakers from other Gay organizations will be on hand for group discussions.

THE LATEST IN ADULT BOOK STORES

GALLERIA
Novelties Magazines and Peep Shows

WITH RUB/HOUSE “the exciting aroma” FOR MEN!

3 LOCATIONS IN SAN ANTONIO
1014 S.W. Military — 923-9998
6724 San Pedro — 826-9223
THE ONE TO VISIT IF BONDAGE IS YOUR GAME WITH “THE BONDAGE AREA”

Hwy 90 (near Lackland AFB)

FROM THE EDITOR

Things are just about back to normal after the holiday rush and I must admit not a bit too soon. It seems the Christmas and New Years rush just about took their toll on everyone.

It seems that this years festivities were more than abundant everywhere, and we hope you were able to take advantage of these specials that were especially for you.

I know that I do it all the time, but I would like to thank you once again for the success of The Nuntius and its growth. We are now distributed in Fourteen cities across the Southwestern United States and have over 70 distributors. This growth and demand for the Nuntius has been completely due to the reader demand. We are trying to give you what you want. Your letters keep us informed as to what you want. So keep writing. Your news, comments, criticism is more than warranted.

Our cover this week is 24 year old Carl Nissan. Carl is employed at the Depository Club in Houston. Carl is a transplant from Iowa, and has been back in Houston for three months. As far as vital statistics go, he is a Cancer, stands 5'10" tall, has brown hair, and steel blue-grey eyes.

DALLAS PLANTATION CLOSED—REOPENING

The Old Plantation Club of Dallas closed its doors at its Rawlins street address this past week. Construction of a new location is now underway, but the expiration of the building lease forced a temporary closure of the club. The new location is expected to be completed within two to three weeks.

The Old Plantation recently opened its new super structure in Houston and showed one of the most plush bars to ever open in the state. The new Dallas location promises to bring the same type of bar to Dallas. Negotiations had been underway to receive an extension on the lease at the old location, but the deal was to no avail. The new location should be well worth waiting for.

It has been rumored that the Old Plantation is also looking at property in Beaumont for another Old Plantation location. If their growth isn’t rapid enough, San Antonio may also have its own branch of the super bar by summer.

Piano Room Opening
The Old Plantation, 2020 Kipling, Houston, will soon be opening another room to entertain its numerous customers. The new room, to be called the French Connection, will be a quiet piano bar and will open at 1 pm. daily. Jody and Jenny will be the host and hostess on hand to be sure that everyone is properly taken care of.

Jody Hoth will be the pianist vocalist to entertain. He has had ten years experience playing and singing around the world. He has traveled with Up With People for one year and spent two years with the Young Americans. Specials at the Old Plantation continue to be popular. Every Sunday a pitcher of Bloody Murays is $1.25 from 1 to 5 pm. Then all evening, all bar drinks are half price. Monday nights finds Pabst Blue Ribbon for only 10¢. Tuesday Margarittas are the special of the day for only 90¢ Wednesday is half price bar drinks and Thursday finds champagne for only 50¢ a glass.

The Nuntius does not assume responsibility for unsolicited material. Submission of double spaced, typed manuscripts, as well as drawings and photographs is encouraged. Unused material will be promptly returned (please enclose self addressed stamped envelopes, with correct postage).
MISS GAY ARKANSAS
The Miss Gay Arkansas 1976 Pageant will be held on January 26th at Hot Springs, Arkansas. The contest will last approximately 2 hours and all night dances will follow. The Vapors Theatre Restaurant in downtown Hot Springs will be the site of this year's pageant. Approximately 30 contestants are expected to compete for the Miss Arkansas title and trip to the Miss Gay America Pageant.

RHONA LACEY ENTERTAINS
Every Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, the very entertaining Rhona Lacey can be found at Dirty Sally's behind her piano. Rhona entertains with her playing and singing from 8 p.m., until? Rhona is just part of Dirty Sally's "Something for Everyone" program during the week. Her style of entertainment offers something for everyone. Be sure and drop in to see Rhona - I think you'll be pleasantly surprised!

Dear Aunt Sofa:
I have a very strong appetite for sex. I usually have the urge to have sex at least three to four times a day. Because of this drive, I usually masturbate quite a bit. However, lately I have found masturbation more pleasurable than many tricks. This has really begun to worry me! Is it possible that I am masturbating too much? What about enjoying itself too much? Do you think it is ruining any type of sexual relationship with another person?

ADVISE:
Masturbation is a very common habit among most males. Surveys have shown that even "normal" married males masturbate after marriage. Is it because that something is lacking in their love life? Masturbation is the most natural way in the world for relief of sexual tension. Why be excessive for one person may not be for another. But then, anything can be done to excess. That is what you will have to judge for yourself.

As far as ruining your sex life no, I don't think so. Sometimes our fantasies take over and when we have a sexual relationship, it is hard to live up to ones fantasy. The key to your statement is that you enjoy masturbation more than 'most' of your tricks. Obviously there are some you enjoy more than masturbation, or at least have the urge of enjoying them. Often you wouldn't be bothering with someone wise to begin with.

As for ruining your relationship with another person, no. Only you can pace yourself as to your personal needs. As long as you have a desire to have sex with another person, I don't see how it would ruin your relationship with another person. The only thing to remember is that anything can be done to excess. That is what you will have to judge for yourself.

Dear Aunt Sofa:
Is there a special technique for fellatio? I have tried and tried to "deep throat" while having sex, but it makes me gag. I know there is bound to be a secret. Help!

ADVISE:
I must admit that I have read so called instructions of fellatio, but so far I still must cling to the so called instructions of fellatio, but it makes me gag. I know there is bound to be a secret. Help!

MAGAZINES - NOVELTIES | PEER SHOWS | BUNK/HOUSE
"THE EXCITING AROMA" for men

GALLERIA
"the adult bookstore"

LA Police Carrying Scales
Los Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis reports that all of the cops in his department will be issued new law enforcement equipment on January 1st, this year. Californias new marijuana law takes effect. Davis says that his office has approved "new little scales every officer will have to carry to weigh dope". The pocket size device has been developed so that police can immediately determine if a stash of dope weighs more or less than one ounce.

Under California's new marijuana law, people caught with less than an ounce of weed will be ticketed with a violation that carries a maximum fine of $100. However, more than an ounce of pot can result in arrest and jail term.

Chief Davis says "If those cats think they're going to get away with very much, they're all wet!"
IT TAKES GUTS

For some time now, certain affluent Japanese have chosen to westernize their looks through cosmetic surgery, having their eyes rounded or their noses made steeper.

Now Creem magazine is out with a bizarre report about how some Japanese have made their skins turn whiter. What they do Creem says, is chop out nearly six feet of the large intestine which reportedly makes them go permanently pale.

Silicone Injections Dangerous

The American Medical Association reports it has found new evidence that liquid silicone used for enlarging breasts is dangerous, and possibly even fatal.

The A.M.A. says three New York physicians have recently reported several cases of serious illness and one death among individuals who had been given liquid silicone injections to enhance the size of their breasts. In two cases where silicone was used with transsexual men, the silicone granules had migrated through the body and had entered the liver, causing serious complications.

In another case, the A.M.A. says, a woman died only ten hours after she received large injections of silicone under each breast. Silicone was later found in her lungs, kidneys, liver and brain.

What do you get when you team George Burns and Walter Matthau; you get the "Sunshine Boys". The film is from a play by Neil Simon about two aging vaudeville stars brought together for a television special. But you see, Burns and Matthau haven't spoken to each other for nearly thirty years. They can't stand the sight of each other. You might say that seeing and performing with each other for almost a decade tore them bitterly apart.

There you've the basic line plot of any Neil Simon work of genius. Somehow I kept noticing parallels in Burns and Matthau as was between Martin and Lewis, Laurel and Hardy, and for that matter, George Burns and Gracie Allen.

Let me explain that "Boys" is almost two hours of Burns putting down Matthau and vice versa.

Oh! George Burns was absolutely charming to watch. He has not lost his charisma in forty years.

As for Matthau he possessed too many qualities carried over from his "Odd Couple" role. Another Simon work of genius!

Yet with all that going against them, Burns and Matthau manage to intermix their roles to a highly funny fun movie.

Richard Benjamin co-stars as Matthau's nephew, responsible for bringing the twosome back together. The scene in which Burns sees Matthau for the first time in years is priceless!

Naturally, all good things must come to an end. You may wonder why the ending was done so sentimentally. It was very appropriate; it did a lot to explain the theory that man loves man on an equal basis. I left the theater quite impressed with the film on a whole.

I must mention that George Burns is being nominated for Best Supporting Actor. I refuse to comment on that!
ARIES: A purely sexual attraction may be keeping your mind constantly occupied. You should make an effort to analyze your feelings. Avoid becoming distressed. This romance could very well work out for you some time in the future.

TAURUS: You may suddenly end a lengthy romance. A new attraction will soon replace it. Your nights may be lonely for a while, and you may be anxious and disturbed. Don't worry this too much. Be patient, and wait for love to return to your life.

GEMINI: You may be miserable about your romantic situation. Your relatives want one thing for you, but you want another. Know your own feelings, and then be independent in your actions. See old and trusted friends throughout this period.

CANCER: Avoid thinking too much about love. Work for career advancement. You may think that wedding vows are the only desirable thing in life. A good, steady job can be more important.

LEO: You are involved in a different kind of romance now. An unusual person may attract you. It may be love at first sight, but there will be many obstacles. You want true happiness, and so you should proceed with caution in this.

VIRGO: You may be in a very jealous mood now. You are very possessive, and you do not like anyone else to talk about your love. Complete privacy is what you want most. This is a foolish way to behave and it could end your affair for you.

LIBRA: You are very happy with the decisions you have recently made. You like to devote yourself to your family. Avoid being spiteful, and don't show anger for anyone. Be independent, and don't blame others for things that are really your own fault.

SCORPIO: If you are able to travel, by all means do so. Let love remain in the background for a while. You must escape from your present romantic relationship. Your loved one is very disorganized, and has no concept of the value of money.

SAGITTARIUS: You may be angry with an acquaintance for what they say about your loved one. Your reaction to such words indicates just how serious you really are about love. You are surprised by this reaction, yourself.

CAPRICORN: You may be trying to deceive someone who loved you by making up false tales about yourself. You won't get away with this deception long, but you don't seem to care. You are protecting yourself, for you are not truly in love.

AQUARIUS: Try to avoid becoming preoccupied with love. You do not at this time, want to settle down with one person. Think about your situation deeply. Don't let a romantic relationship restrict your life.

PISCES: Your distrust for love may increase. You may be unpleasant to someone who truly cares for you. You feel that you don't want anyone interfering in your life. You should realize that only the love of another can make you a complete person. Welcome love when it is offered.
B-159 - Midland - W/m, 31, 5'7", 123, good body and good in bed. Like it all and want someone 25-35 who likes the same. No s/m.

B-180 - Augusta Georgia - Companion, houseboy for cool young bachelor, live in. Love camping, sports, some travel. (Bl/gay/straight - advise). Send current dressed photo full length. Close up with name and address, age and hobbies, future plans. W/T in complete confidence. I'm bi, only sincere need apply.

B-109 - Shreveport - Gay, white male lovers 29/34, wish to meet other gay, white males, not over 45. No b/d, s/m or drugs. Will entertain two or three males in our home or will travel reasonable distance to meet you. Replies with photo and phone will get quick reply. Please hurry, no phone numbers may be given.

B-110 - Meridian Miss - Levi biker. Good looking white male 27, masculine. Greek passive and into body building wishes to meet white male cycle studs to grow body. W/T in complete confidence. Male wishes to meet same for growth and into body building wishes to meet same. Photo not necessary as only those who are serious and discreet need apply.

B-171 Houston, wild and dirty sex wanted. Houston area white male, 39, brown hair and eyes, 5'11", 165, wants super hung ultra masculine men 35 or under for hot, wild, wet times. Must be good looking and into all scenes. No fags or fums. I like cowboys, cops, cyclists, truckers, etc. Not a must for profession. I'm into all scenes - light, w/m, water sports, some sex, hit, and leather. Like it give and take with no hang-ups. Bi's and married men ok. Travelers welcome. Discretion always. Photo a must, address and phone with frank letter.

B-182 Dallas, w/m, 5'10", 145, 23, brown med. length hair, dig rock music, outdoors, mother nature and having a good time. Waiting to meet young, medium slim build, males in Dallas area. Please please.

B-178 Houston gay bi male, white, live alone, would like to meet gay females 35-50. Enjoy oral sex with females. Lesb from same or other gay or bi girls in the Central Texas area. Photo and letter a must. Please hurry, no men.

B-194 Houston w/m, 40, 6'4"/210, muscular, slender, male. desires heavy hung, circumsized man 30-45, must be active/passive French Greek, no facial hair, straight appearing any race.

B-185 Houston, are you a w/m, 28-32, 5'10" - 6'2" and have a moustache or beard, French passive and into JO; if so, a w/m, 21, 5'8", 120, brown hair, green eyes and nicely end would like to invite you over for a beer, a smoke and sex. Casual encounters only no long term stands. Send brief letter with address and/or phone.Photo not necessary as only those listing above description should write.

G-105 Austin w/m, 22, 6'4", 235, sincere and discreet would like to meet other gay males in Austin area. If you are interested in French please write.

G-110 - Austin - Gay, bi white male, 6'4", 220, 6, live alone would like to meet gay males or bi in Central Texas. Enjoy oral sex with males or females. Am ac/dc, no b/d, s/m or Gr.C, heasty French. Prefer hairy heavyset.

B-116 - Austin - White male, 6'4", 235, sincere and discreet would like to meet other gay males in Austin area. If you are interested in French please write.

B-104 Austin w/m, 29/34, brown, bi boys or bi girls in the Central Texas area. Photo and letter a must. Please hurry, no men.

B-117 Houston. wild and dirty sex wanted. Houston area white male, 39, brown hair and eyes, 5'11", 165, wants super hung ultra masculine men 35 or under for hot, wild, wet times. Must be good looking and into all scenes. No fags or fums. I like cowboys, cops, cyclists, truckers, etc. Not a must for profession. I'm into all scenes - light, w/m, water sports, some sex, hit, and leather. Like it give and take with no hang-ups. Bi's and married men ok. Travelers welcome. Discretion always. Photo a must, address and phone with frank letter.

G-118 - Austin - Gay, bi white male, 6'4", 220, 6, live alone would like to meet gay males or bi in Central Texas. Enjoy oral sex with males or females. Am ac/dc, no b/d, s/m or Gr.C, heasty French. Prefer hairy heavyset.

B-105 - Austin - Gay, bi white male, 6'4", 235, sincere and discreet would like to meet other gay males in Austin area. If you are interested in French please write.

G-106 - Dallas - Help wanted immediately DFW area. I'm lost in a storm in need of an "unchoosable" bath female only. Forwarding fee refunded.

B-118 - Austin - Gay, bi white male, 6'4", 220, 6, live alone would like to meet gay males or bi in Central Texas. Enjoy oral sex with males or females. Am ac/dc, no b/d, s/m or Gr.C, heasty French. Prefer hairy heavyset.

B-119 Dallas - Black male new in area would like to be Greeked by young white male. I will perform deep throat on him. State size and phone for answer discreetly a must.

LOVER COME BACK. I MISS YOU! MEET ME AT DIRTY SAL'S.